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Over 20 people participated in this discussion, most from physics, some with biophysics 

backgrounds, and one biologist.  During introductions, most people indicated a need to 

develop intro-level labs, as well as labs beyond the first year.  Only a handful of people 

indicated expertise with lab materials for physics courses appropriate for biology/life 

sciences students.  Some examples include: 

Molecular dynamics simulation 

Particle tracking for Brownian motion of particles –> active transport in cells 

Optical trap – Tom Colton’s material, refer to BFY workshop materials 

The interest for bio-related labs at all levels is there, but resources, information, expertise 

may not readily be available to those who need it. 

 

The discussion then moved to some ideas for lab activities and equipment being used.  

For instance: optical tweezers, confocal microscope, structures on wings, mechanical 

sono-shrimp, attempts at imaging DNA using STM on gold.  No specifics were supplied 

during the discussion because of time. 

 

Some specific activities that were discussed include: 

• Using Poiseuille’s Law to model flow behavior for ecological purposes (from 

Robert Schmedicke) – different sucrose concentrations, maximize rate of flow 

tested with butterflies 

• Mushroom ejection (sporabolis sp?) as an example of material for optical trap 

(Jan Yarrison-Rice) 

 

Specific resources/expertise that might currently be available or built upon: 

• Randy Tagg – developed materials, but looking to develop labs; Collaboration 

with microbiologists – program with high school students and now want to step it 

up for college (Physicists Get Wet) 

• Tracking water fleas (model system from NIH) – connection with hexbugs (little 

robots) (did not get name of individual who mentioned this one) 

• Kinematics computer lab with bacteria for tracking in intro physics (Allen Price) 

– bacteria swimming in circles good for circular motion 

• Kelly Sullivan – biophysics (looking to develop intermediate-level labs) 

• iCollaborative (part of AAMC initiative) is being created to serve as online 

repository of educational resources for faculty and students in the pre-

health/health arenas (Patricia E. Allen is one of two physics editors for the 

project). 

 

Many questions arose during the discussion, including: 

• What are the biology topics that include physics (compared to trying to find 

biology examples for physics topics)? 

• How can dialogue be created between biologists/life scientists and physicists?  

(cross-disciplinary walls on many campuses) 



• Where is the overlap of physics and biology skills/topics to increase cross-

communication and collaboration? 

• How to deal with specialized consumables for biophysics labs that are 

different/challenging compared to physics (what are sources?)?  Some responses 

to this question included: 

o Something like onion cell is easy 

o E-coli trickier because of set-up, but work with biology to keep/obtain 

o Single molecule study more difficult and can depend on specific research 

in biology 

o Bioluminescence lab, can buy materials easily or work with biology 

o Purchase DNA company, but have to deal with getting correct 

concentration.  Strawberry DNA easy to extract (obtain DNA after 

students obtain in their bio lab?) 

o Easy ways to make microfluidics cells 

 

Some additional ideas were mentioned in the waning moments: 

• Fluorescence microscopy on “soft” cells (from Ben Stottrup) (Phase transitions in 

vesicles by Sarah Veatch, U of Michigan – Book chapter in “Lipid Rafts” ~2006) 

• What is (should be?) the role of biology in physics:  intro courses, public relations 

(public, peers, students), adv labs? 

• Many people looking to develop/improve biophysics major/minor or medical 

physics.  How can this be done? 

• Interdisciplinary education to increase engagement of students by emphasizing 

relevance, connection to contemporary topics.  What are best practices. 

• Reference made to Michael Lerner = refer to BFY poster on Stat Mech (but title 

has a terrible name) 

• Haverford College had done some work in this area some time ago/  Are 

resources available, still exist? 

 

At the end of the formal discussion, most participants remained to continue the 

discussion. 

 

Authors question:  Is the need strong enough from both biology and physics to pursue an 

interdisciplinary conference to exchange ideas and best practices? 

 

 

 

 

 


